MATERIAL HANDLING

AUTOMATED STORAGE
HIGH-ENSITY SOLUTIONS
SHELVING AND DRAWERS
ENGINEERED SYSTEMS
SERVICES
PEACE OF MIND
RELY ON PROFESSIONALS TO GET THE JOB DONE

Our comprehensive approach to delivering collaborative design and delivery solutions for workspace and industrial environments offers our customers efficiencies and single-source accountability.
AUTOMATED STORAGE
Maximize overhead storage space of products, parts and tools in a dense and space-efficient vertical carousel or lift, while providing an ergonomically-friendly work environment. Bring the goods to the operator and maximize operator throughput and pick rates using automated storage and retrieval systems. Our software systems will track material flow for seamless inventory management and optimum throughput.

HIGH-DENSITY SOLUTIONS
Store more in less space with our space-saving storage solutions. Eliminate wasted aisle space with mobile storage systems, maximize overhead space with movable pallet racks, or keep inventory moving with flow rack. Large or small media, expansive space or tight quarters — our customizable solutions can be designed for your space needs and can be adapted to incorporate manual or power solutions.

SHELVING AND DRAWERS
High-density drawers offer a combination of shelving and drawers for small-to-medium sized part storage. With the use of flexible partitions and dividers, you can increase storage capacity by up to 19 percent. Partitions, dividers, containers and totes — when used in shelving, drawers, vertical lifts and vertical carousels — prevent part migration, increase pick rates, and increase inventory control.

ENGINEERED SYSTEMS
Maximize the use of overhead space, minimize construction costs and provide optimum plant floor efficiencies with the use of engineered storage solutions, material handling systems and work areas. Rely on our experienced design and engineering team to develop a customized solution to move products through your plant, configure a vast array of mezzanine and storage products, integrate conveyor systems or design modular office and wall systems.

SERVICES
Project planning, space design, installation or maintenance — you can count on our professionals to design, install and maintain your storage and material handling systems. We offer preventative maintenance and service agreements to keep your equipment running seamlessly, without interruption to operations.
REDEFINING SPACE and ASSET MANAGEMENT

EXCEEDING CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS ACROSS AN ARRAY OF INDUSTRIES AND ORGANIZATIONS.

CORPORATE | GOVERNMENT | HEALTHCARE

EDUCATION | MUSEUM | PUBLIC SAFETY | INDUSTRIAL

REMCO EQUIPMENT

Organize | Store | Protect | Secure
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